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Divided m divided counsels in his Cabinet. It was not now that the
the Cabinet King undermined the power of his Ministers, for George III
not only supported Pitt completely, but could also have
given him much excellent advice on European and military
affairs, but Whig jealousy and self-seeking were now at
work. Pitt left the direction of the war to Dundas (later
Lord Melville), the Secretary of State for War, and between
him and Windham, the Secretary at War, there were constant
differences.1 Further, the chaos of departmental organisa-
tion was evident in that the militia was under the control
of the Home Office.
and in the / There were further mischievous disagreements between
services. ^e political and the military officials. When General
Stuart, who had been given the command of the expedition
to Portugal in 1798, dismissed lazy and insubordinate
officers in his forces, they were immediately reinstated
by the Duke of Portland.2 Pitt did little to compose these
differences: he did not exert himself to effect unity in the
Cabinet, nor even to ensure that divergent policies were not
Pitt fails to pursued at the same time. He knew that the Radicals
clamoured for peace in the House and in the country; he
knew that his Cabinet was composed of heterogeneous and
divergent elements; and he sought to preserve peace by
avoiding difficulties and by allowing his colleagues to agree
to differ. His tolerance, Ms sympathetic appreciation of
conflicting points of view, led him to irresolution and inaction,
As Windham remarked, st He had a sort of inveterate
prudence, an instinctive horror of indiscretion, which would
never suffer those qualities which used to carry with them
the enthusiasm of mankind to have their full scope.''3 Though
he had the respect of all his followers, he lacked the power
to inspire them with his own ideas, and he had not the
energy of mind or the initiative to decide on a policy and
to enforce its adoption.
1	Criticism of Dundas has been considerably modified by modern
opinion.   See H. Furber, Henry Dundas (1931), and C. Matheson,
Life of Henry Dundas.
2	Fortescue, Brit. Statesmen of the Great War, p. 138.
3	Ibid., p, 40.

